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’Better late than never’ proves
to be a valuable philosophy for
procrastination
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Latin Jazz ensemble performs music from within
TOP LEFT: Seyem Loeffler, a
junior majoring in education
major, plays the piano for the
Afro-Latin Jazz Ensemble.

By Bob Meredith
Daily Staff Writer
The improvised music studies program at San Jose State University
has produced a Latin Jazz ensemble
that has enjoyed success since its
formation.
This art form has been taught and
performed at SJSU under the tutelage of Daniel Sabanovich, percussionist and associate professor of
improvised music studies, since
1991.
Sabanovich said the SJSU ensemble debuted in 1989 with guest percussionist Pete Escovedo and has
received acclamation from the San
Jose Jazz and Latin sphere for more
than 10 years. He said Escovedo is a
legendary percussionist and bandleader, who has been associated
with Latin Jazz for more than 25
years and lives in the Bay Area.
The SJSU ensemble has high
expectations, and the competition
among musicians to be a part of the
group is demanding, but that is part
of the atmosphere and should be
anticipated, Sabanovich said.
"Auditions are open, but the best
players will be chosen," Sabanovich
said. "Competition to be a part of
the group is known. But competition always exists in music. The betPhotos By Vicki Thompson Daily Stall
ter players will get the gig."
Sometimes the competition Members of the Afro-Latin Jazz Ensemble Neal Kelly (guitar), Aaron de La Rosa (guitar), Clint Sobolik (bass). Ervin Rosario (congas) and John
intimidates players, but those musi- Caredio (trumpet), directed by Danial Sabanovich, practices in the music auditorium.
cians who are playing at this level
often use it as a motivational tool, ing for the ensemble, such as read- it.
Members of the ensemble said the Rosario. "It is what you feel. The
Sabanovich said. He said some ing and writing music, but those
He said knowing how to compose actual language of jazz, the solo, is way you speak out. You let the
players do not try out because they dulls are not necessarily required.
music is not a requirement to be in not written musically and originates instrument sing." Rosario plays the
fear the level of competition, and
"Some of the best jazz players in the ensemble, but having a good ear inside a player.
congas and bongos in the ensemble.
they need more practice.
"The solo is improvisation, never
the world have never read music," and reading music is helpful. Those
"Improvisation is musical composThere are other factors that might Sabanovich said. "But it is in their who are interested can learn in his the same twice," said senior electri- ing on the spot," said senior improcontribute to players not audition- ear, and some have a natural feel for composition class, he said.
cal engineering major, Ervin vised music studies major, Neil

BELOW: Clint Sobolic, a junior
majoring in music, practices
his bass guitar with the AfroLatin Jazz Ensemble in preparation for the annual spring
concert.

Kelly. "The solo is what jazz is all
about. You are never bored. The
solo is creativity." Kelly plays electrical guitar in the ensemble.
The debut of the ensemble with
Escovedo was the first step in playing_on a larger stage.
"’Throughout the years, this
ensemble has received a big reputaSee JAZZ, page 3

Campus radio station, KSJS, celebrates 40th birthday
By Tammy Krikorian
Daily Staff Writer
About 200 KSJS alumni and staff
members gathered Saturday night to
celebrate the 40th anniversary of San
Jose State University’s own radio station.
The party was held in the Barrett
Ballroom in the Student Union, where
walls were decorated with more than
40 years of pictures, newspaper articles
and memorabilia.

Guests were served appetizers, dinner
and dessert and entertained by local
hip-hop groups, current students and
San Jose rock band Sweet Duration,
whose lead singer, Jennifer McBride, is
a former KSJS staff member.
Before the guests shared in a champagne toast, they viewed two movies
made to commemorate the past 40
years.
The first was footage shot by former
KSJS staff member Len Ramirez in
1983, set to Santana’s "Oye Como Va."
The second film was put together by

Michelle Robles, current KSJS promotions director, featuring comments
from staff, disc jockey’s and advisers
from the past three years. An underlying theme was the freedom to be able
to play their kind of music.
KSJS founder, Clarence Flick, said he
felt very rewarded.
"(KSJS) has grown immensely in the
last 1 years," he said. "It has become
very professional as a broadcasting station and fulfills a very significant purpose for San Jose State, its students, the
area and the world."

Studying abroad is an option
By Huong C. Pham
Daily Staff Writer
Students can receive an education
that can become an adventure, which
lasts a lifetime through the Study
Abroad office at San Jose State
University.
The Study Abroad program at SJSU
provides students the opportunity to
study in a different country.
"Last year, 90 students were accepted into the program to study abroad,"
said Dave Rudel the program’s coordinator. ’It’s a competitive program
but students who apply 75 percent

to so pei..ent
a,Lepted."
The deadline for the Summer and
Fall 2003 programs is March 1, Rudel
said,
The Study Abroad office provides
four different types of programs
according to the program’s literature.
International Student Exchange
Program, the California State
University International Programs,
the San Jose State University Bilateral
Exchange Programs and the SJSU
Spring Semester in Bath, England.
These programs cater the students’
needs such as major, classes and the
duration of the stay, which can vary
from a semester to an academic year,

Rudel
"Not every country offers every
major, however," Rudel said. "That s
why students need to work closely
with their Study Abroad adviser to
make sure they fulfill their academic
needs."
Some students said they hesitate
about the thought of studying and bying in another country because they
worry that they would have to delay
their graduation or because of financial needs, language barriers and difficulties in adapting to a new culture.
"If I go to study (in a different country), that would be hard because not
See STUDY, page ?

Ethiopian history, development discussed
By Falguni Bhuta
Daily Staff Writer
Students, faculty and members of the
Bay Area Ethiopian community
assembled in Washington Square I lall
at San Jose State University on
Saturday afternoon for a lecture on
Ethiopia’s history and development.
The lecture was given by University
of Chicago sociology professor Donald
N. Levine, who has been active in the
area of Ethiopian Studies for more
than four decades. After receiving his
doctorate, he devoted four years to the
study of Ethiopian society and culture,
after which he lectured at the
University of Addis Ababa in the capital of Ethiopia and organized its first
seminar on Ethiopian Studies in 1959,
.14 ef/f4fing to his biography.

Levine started his lecture titled
"Savoring Ethiopia’s Past, Co-creating
Her Future" after a brief introduction
by Kidist Paulos, vice-president of the
SJSU Ethiopian Students Association.
"He is an expert in the history (of
Ethiopia) and is here to discuss the
future of Ethiopia and the problems
that we face today," Paulus said. "To
understand the present and the future,
we need to know the past."
Paulos said that Levine has served as
an expert consultant on Ethiopia for
branches of the U.S. government,
including the Agency_ for International
Development, the Peace Corps, the
State Department, the U.S. Senate and
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
In his opening lines, Levine said the
focus of his lecture was going to be on
the hinge of Ethiopia. Ile also enter-

tained the crowd by making jokes in
Amharic, which is Ethiopia’s official
language.
’One of the ways in which I think
one needs to approach the future is by
a deeper understanding and appreciation of Ethiopia’s past, he said.
Levine attributed much of Ethiopia’s
disasters to the idea that the educated
Ethiopians were trying to move their
country forward without much knowledge about it.
To fulfill his goal of educating the
audience about Ethiopia’s past, Levine
reverted to his role as a professor and
gave the audience a quiz on the history
of Ethiopia.
Girma Aweke, an SJSU alumnus who
graduated in electrical engineering and
an Ethiopian national, said he was
See

HISTORY, page 5

Flick said although KSJS first went
on the air on Feb. 11,1963, students in
the television, radio, film and theatre
department had been practicing continuous programming for several weekends over several years before that.
He said the station was one of the
first radio stations in the California
State University system and went on
the air to provide training for students.
He also said it was one of the first FM
stations to program the latest rock ’n’
roll hits.
"We were first in many things that we

did," said Gordon Grebb, who taught
in the journalism department at SJSU
and, when KSJS began, served as an
adviser for the radio station.
Grebb said he went to college in
Berkeley, and at that time, there were
no classes in radio. When he tried to
get a job in radio, he said, they all wanted someone with experience, which is
why he felt having a radio station at
SJSU was so important.
Brian Watson, a KSJS disc jockey for
the 2001-2002 school year, hosted a
jazz show called ja7.7 Medicine, and

also worked in the production department.
Watson said he is currently interning
for Clear Channel Radio’s three San
Jose stations, KSJO, KFOX and 104.9.
He said he feels his experience at KSJS
is the main reason he was able to get his
internship.
While he’s leaning toward a career in
radio, Watson said that being a DJ at
KSJS is better than at a commercial
station because there is more freedom
See KSJS, page .7

Media must reflect society, speaker says
By Norikazu Ambo
Daily Staff Writer
A veteran journalist made a case for the media’s
role in reflecting the faces of a diverse community, Monday in the Umunhum room in the Student
Union.
"One of journalism’s dearest principles is giving
voice to the voiceless," said David Yarnold, executive editor and senior vice president of the San
Jose Mercury News.
He was the last speaker in a series of workshops
on diversity in the media, sponsored by the school
of journalism and mass communications in honor
of Black History Month.
"Race is still America’s most difficult topic and
it hasn’t gotten any easier in the wake of Sept.
11," he told an audience of about 60 students and
faculty members at San Jose State University.
Acknowledging that about 50 percent of
America’s newsrooms still have no journalists of
color, Yarnold said the media needs to reflect the
many ethnicities that compose the community.
"We are committed to seeing all of the real people," he said. ’If one of America’s most diverse
newsroom staffs (the Mercury News) can’t take a
giant step, then who will? If not now, while new
social identities and alliances are being forged,
then when?"
He said his goal in publishing the newspaper is
to reflect the community as much as possible.
In the multicultural community of the Silicon
Valley, Yarnold said it is important for the paper
to receive feedbacks from readers, saying "I can
see myself in your newspaper."
He asked, "Who would read the newspaper that
doesn’t appreciate your culture,"
The Mercury News was recently ranked one of
the nation’s top 10 papers by the Columbia
Journalism Review.
During the hour-long presentation, he displayed several photographs in which different
ethnic groups were shown such as Latinos,

See DIVERSITY, page 5

Ryan Balbuena Daly Stall
David Yarnold, an SJSU alumnus in photojournalism,
spoke to a group of listeners about diversity in the coverage of demographics in the Silicon Valley Monday in
the Student Union Umunhum room. Yarnold is the executive editor of the San Jose Mercury News.
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Broken down and driven to sadness with goodbye
Sometimes these things are just meant to happen.
Like so many things in life, this had to go as well.
It was a relationship that lasted for three-and-a-half
wonderful years. We did everything together. The little
trips, the vacations, the times when we just decided to
.
’wander around doing nothing.
Not that it wasn’t without its ups and downs. Like any
relationship that starts in your teen years, this one had its
tests of dependability. And I knew it had to end eventually. These things don’t last forever.
Two weeks ago, it happened.
We broke up.
Or more accurately, it broke down.
Sorry, kids, this isn’t really a tale about losing the man
of my dreams. This is the sad, sad story of losing my car.
Maybe it was the whole thing about it being my first car
that caused an emotional attachment. There isn’t any
other logical reason I would be so sad. It was a 1989 Ford
Taurus, the quintessential mom car before minivans took
over the "unfashionable parent car" title. You know when
you get a car and your mom says, "I’ve always wanted a
Taurus" that you are a negative on the coolness scale.
Besides, the car was dysfunctional.
The turn indicator switch didn’t work correctly.
It made strange noises.

It smelled funny.
water pump went out and steam billowed from under the
These aren’t qualities 1 even tolerate in people.
hood as I was driving on the freeway. At least that looked
However, for all its quirks, faults and multiple instances cool.
of breaking down on me, it was MY car. It took me where
Much like its humble life, my car died a quiet death. As
I needed to go, and it was particularly useful for carrving I was removing my valuables (i.e. all the crap I hadn’t
around carloads of friends or kids from
taken into my house) from the trunk and the
the church youth group (yes, I did use
inside, I thought of the memories I was
the mom car in a "mom" capacity).
sending to the junkyard. For better or for
Despite my goal of hanging on to the
worse, it was my first car, one that had literally taken me through my college years. Any
car for a while until it flat-out died on
me, which I presumed would occur
plans I had made for our futures were sadly
abandoned by its untimely demise. OK,
well after this February, the Taurus
maybe that’s extrapolating a little too far, but
had other plans. And in that cold, stermelodrama aside, I wasn’t very happy that
ile environment of a parking garage, it
day.
decided it was time to give me my last
At Frontier Ford, I said goodbye to the
ride to school.
hunk of would-be-junk that was unofficially
After hearing an unpleasant crunchknown as the "Disco Clown Mobile" (long
ing of gears, my car was stuck in neuMELINDA LATHAM
story), sending it off for imminent annihilatral. It and I weren’t going anywhere.
I had made jokes about how my car was eventually tion. Yep. Harsh. I had to come to terms with the fact it
going to explode on me - that sounds more dramatic would be gone.
After all, I really did need to move on. And two hours
than "breaking down" - but I was in denial. My car
stopped working so unceremoniously. I mean, the shift after I said goodbye, I found something new.
Now I really tried to convince myself this wasn’t just
box? Come on. So what if the gearshift had always been
sticky? My car could have gone out in style, like when the rebound. But it looked good. It was sporty. It was inex-
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entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 cm. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes at
the Event Center. Classes running
today: Body Sculpting, Weight
Training, Yoga, Aerobics, Advanced
Step, Butts & Guts, Body
Sciilpting, Beginning Step. For
more information and class times,
contact Matt McNamara at 9246217.

H-

Associated Students Campus
Recreation
Learn the ancient art of belly
dance. ASCR is offering belly
dance classes at the Event Center.
Classes meet Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7:30, p.m. to 8:30
p.m. First session runs until
Mar.13. Second session Apr. Ito
May 6. Register the first week of
class, $25 fin- SJSU students, $30
general. For more information contact Matt McNamara at 924-6217.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Potluck Theology every Tuesday
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Call John
Wilhelmsen at 835-8783 for location.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
The Nurses Christian Fellowship
will have "Community Building" at
4:30 p.m. in the Pacheco Room.
For more information contact
Diane Stegmeir at 248-2997.
Career Center
Drop-in from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Career Center. For more
information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
Job search strategy workshop bring your resume and obtain an
Express Pass for the Career Expo.
Workshop will take place from
noon to 1 p.m. in the Career
Center Workshop room. For more
information contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
Work IV drop-in from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. at the Career Center. For more
information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.

Melinda Latham is the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor
’Cynically Optimistic’ appears Tuesdays.
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pensive. It was much newer than the previous model. It
was a fantastic find, and I would have been a fool to pass
it up.
And honestly, it’s not a person. IT’S A CAR. Despite
my affinity for metaphors, the car is there to serve a purpose - transportation. I really did feel a little bit like the
widow who finds a new boyfriend at her husband’s funeral, but that feeling passed quickly once I realized I was
experiencing pangs of guilt over an inanimate object. I
have better things to get all torn up about.
Plus, with all the money spent on purchasing a new car,
my old car breaking down cost me a spring break trip to
Las Vegas. Jerk.
Now I’m driving around in something that looks nicer,
goes faster and gets much better gas mileage than my previous car. Sure, learning a stick has lead to humiliating
stalls in the middle of intersections, but I’m finding the
joys that come with something a little sexier than an old
family sedan.
But like the saying goes - you never forget your first
love.

with SJSU to talk about his new
photo book, "Hands" (co-authored
Bernard Dadie). Konte is an
illustrator and photomontage artist
who utilizes imagery from his travels to Cuba, South Africa, Senegal,
Guinea Bissau, East Africa,
Holland, Jamaica, the U.S., as well
as Oakland, Calif, to create art that
scrutinizes the human condition
and uplift the human spirit beyond
histoncal shackles. Konte’s art is
featured in the African Artist
Exhibit, which runs all February in
Mosiac.

from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the
Almaden room of the Student
Union. For more information contact Sharyl Cross, chair of the
department of political science, at
924-5566 or 924-5550.
Movimiento Estudiantil de Aztlan
MEChA
Weekly meeting today at 6 p.m. in
room 1 of Uchida hall. For more
information contact Adrian&
Cabrera-Garcia at 250-9245 or
sanjosemecha@yahoo.com.

Associated Students Campus
Recreation - Adventures
Introductory Yoga class from 8:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Student
Union. Cost is $30 general, $25
student. For more information contact Matt at 924-6217.

Anthro/Behavioral Science Club
Dr. Paul Hocicings will speak on
the topic, "Is an ethnographic film
good anthropology or
good
theater?"at 5 p.m. in Washington
Square Hall room 4. For more
information contact Melynda at
885-7529.

Associated Students Campus
Recreation - Adventures
Salsa dancing from 8:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. at the Event Center
Aerobics Studio. Cost is $30 general, $25 student. For more information contact Matt at 924-6217.

National Association of Working
Women, 9 to 5
The National Association of
Working Women is inviting all college working women to dial the 9
to 5 job survival hotline at 1(800)
522-0925 for help with workplace
problems.

Women’s Resource Center and
Feminist Majority Leadership
Alliance
Tickets are on sale now for the
Mar. 6 performance of "The Vagina
Monologues" by and for SJSU students and staff. Tickets are available
in front of the Student Union from
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. or at the
Women’s Resource Center in
ADM 249. Proceeds will benefit
YWCA Rape Crisis Center and
Support Network for Battered
Women. Students (w/ID) $5, general 17. For more information contact Erika or Lindsey at 924-6500.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contactBill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art receptions
from 6 Rm. to 8 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact -Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series:
Editor, writer and web designer
Judy Malloy will speak on ’Women
in New Media" discussing women,
art and new media technology. For
more information contact Jo
Hernandez at 924-4328.

Mosiac
"Teen Summit" on Feb. 26 from 7
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Ballroom in
the Student Union. Come be a part
of our first televised and interactive
discussion night on current issues in
the community. We will have entertainment, guest speakers, free food,
music, and positive energy.

SJSU Alumni Association
Apply now for 17 available scholarships! Deans’ scholarships open to
undergrad and graduate students.
Pick up an application from any
Dean’s office or from the web at
www.sjsu.edu/alumni. Deadline is
March 3. For more information
visit www.sjsu.edu/alumni/
new_benefits/scholarshipinfo.html.

Mosiac
The Vision and Art of Keba
Konte on Feb. 27 from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. at Mosiac Student Union.
1(eba Konte will share an evening

Political Science Department and
Pi Sigma Alpha
’Ukranian perspectives on a
’Slavic Triangle:’ Ukraine,
Russia/CIS, East-central Europe’
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WEDNESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes at
the Event Center. Classes running
today: Spin, Abs Only, Turbo
Kickboxing, Night Spin, HiLo/Hip-Hop, Body Pump, Cardio
Kickboxing, Contact Kickboxing,
Stretch/Flex/Relax. For more information and class times, contact
Matt McNamara at 924-6217.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance
Meetings every Wednesday in the
Almaden room of the Student
Union from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counseling by
nutrition and dietetics students
today from 3:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.
at the Sport Club. For more information contact Jen Styles, campus
nutritionist, at 924-6118.
Career Center
Drop-in from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Career Center. For more
information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
Job search strategy workshops bring your resume and obtain an
Express Pass for the Career Expo.
Workshops will take place from
12:30 p.m to 1:30 p.m and from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Career Center
Workshop room. For more information contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.

Why do work today when
there’s always tomorrow?
That’s what Is greet about procrestmetiott.
I would have written this sooner, but 1 just couldn’t get
You don’t have to worry about missing "Elimidate" or
around to it.
There were other things to do, people to talk to and work not going out to dinner. Work can always be done later last minute, even.
to be done.
Procrastinating allows us to enjoy the better things in life
You might say I procrastinated.
If there’s one thing I’ve learned from all my years of rather than spending our afternoons or evenings stuck
school, it’s that procrastination works. It might stress me behind a desk or in front of a research book.
My roommate from when I was living in the dorms at
out. I might stay up until 4 a.m, and be exhausted the next
UC Santa Cruz my freshman year once told me that I was
day, but it has always worked.
the "textbook procrastinator." She meant that I exhibited
In fact, procrastination has made me a better joumalist.
Dealing with deadlines while fighting through a variety all the typical signs of being a true procrastinator: waiting
as late as possible to start an assignment,
of distractions is something I have come
staying up until dawn whenever it was necto learn journalism can be about.
essary and generally just putting off work as
With the major I have chosen, I feel
far in the future as I could.
like I can finally use all the skills
Since then I’ve figured if I’m going to be
learned from procrastinating over the
the textbook anything, I might as well do it
years.
Many people will say that procrastinaright. So I’ve been perfecting my procrastition is bad, that we shouldn’t do it, and
nation skills ever since.
that it’s not worth it.
To me, taking time out to have fun rather
I say differently.
than do work is more important. It pays off
It’s always worked for me.
too.
That doesn’t mean procrastinating is
When I look back in 30 years, am I going
to think either, ’Wow, I’m really glad I tried
always an enjoyable experience. It defiLEA BLEVINS
nitely adds stress to my time spent prior to
to spend as much time as possible with my
eventually completing the task that must
- -friends and doing stuff I like, or ’Gee, I sure
be done.
am glad I spent more time on my class essays?" I’ll take the
Ifs paper is due Wednesday at 10:30 cm. and I’ve had former, please.
three weeks to work on it, you can bet that I will type the
While school is undoubtedly important and I am glad to
entire thing from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m. the night before.
attend, it honestly doesn’t come first in my life.
It’s just the way I’ve learned to do things.
My boyfriend, my family, my friends and enjoying my
My father constantly tries to talk me into getting a head day are at the top of my mental list. Quite often, school is
start, and I see his point of view. The task becomes much included in the "enjoying my day" category because school
less stressful, a more thorough job might be done and I can be enjoyable. I often don’t mind going to class, and I
might even get finished early. While this is truly a novel like learning.
idea to me, I just can’t bring myself to do it.
When it comes to actually doing work outside of class,
The two or three times I actually completed something a though, that’s when school falls lower on the list.
day early, it felt strange. It was a good kind of strange, but
While others might not encourage putting off work that
needs to be done, I’ve found that it is what’s best for me.
still strange.
It might add a little more worrying to my day, but it’s
Unfortunately, starting early is a lot harder than you
also helped me to work better under pressure, which jourwould expect.
The distractions seem to come from all directions when nalists have to do. Also, as many of you might know, it
a lot of time is still left before a due date. Even if I plan to feels so good when the work is finally done.
So go ahead. Wait until later. The present is what counts.
work on something in advance, inevitably something else
"more important" always comes up. It might just be hanging out with friends or watching one of those amusing TV
Lea Blevins is the
Spartan Dais), Arts & Entertainment Editor.
dating shows, but somehow it always takes precedence
Rose Colored Glasses’ appears Tuesdays.
over the planned work.
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continuedfrom page 1
to_play what you want.
’Raffi Nalvarian, who was at KSJS
from 1986 to 1991, agreed.
"I was exposed to a lot of different
music I probably never would have
heard in my life, he said. "A lot of it I
still love."
When Nalvarian left KSJS he went
to the now defunct KOME, then live
105. He currently does the afternoon
drive for Mix 106.5, he said.
"KSJS was a great learning experience
and a really fun part of my fife, he said.
Kim Clark, also known as "DJ
Tortoisewoman" to KSJS listeners in
the early ’90s, shared in Nalvarian’s
sentiments.
"KSJS gives the opportunity to create
and come up with ideas," Clark said.
"There’s a picture of me over there in
a bathing suit," she said. "Radio lets
you be crazy. It lets you step out of your
skin and be someone else.
Clark said while working at KSJS she
also did some public relations work.
She said that nothing was really going
on and the general r ianager suggested
that she be the promvtions director.
"It was a blast. I got the staff excited,"
she said. "We did the same stuff commercial stations were doing. It was a
perfect fit for my personality and what
I wanted to do.
Clark said her experience at KSJS led
to an internship for KSJO, which was
cut short when she got a job as assistant
promotions director at a top-40 station.
She next went to KDON as promotions director, then back to KSJO.
"A lot of people I graduated with
ended up in radio," she said.
In 1998, she said, the promotions
department at KSJS hit another lull
and she was asked to come back and
teach a class. Clark said she had a great
time and left KSJO to teach in the
graduate program for the television,
radio, film and theatre department at
SJSU.
"It’s such a trip for me to be back,"
she said.
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Mo Waters and Jennifer McBride of the band Sweet Duration performed Saturday at the KSJS 40th anniversary party in the Barrett
Ballroom.

than 6,000 tents, emergency food and was visiting Beijing, said at a news conmedical supplies to the area, Xinhua ference, "I send my sympathy and consaid. Insulated clothing and blankets dolences to the families of those who
have also been sent out by the Red have been lost in this tragedy."
Cross, although much of the relief supRussian President Vladimir Putin
plies are not expected to arrive until sent Chinese President Jiang Zemin a
Tuesday, it said.
telegram on Monday expressing deep
A specially trained 42-member earth- condolences over the loss of life in the
quake rescue team departed Monday earthquake, the Kremlin said.
Reporting on the death toll, Xinhua
evening from Beijing with dogs and
detention equipment to search for reported that the quake was the most
buried victims, government television severe to hit Xinjiang a region popreported. Pictures showed uniformed ulated mostly by Turkic-speaking
since the start of commucrew members loading a container of Muslims
equipment aboard a transport plane nist rule in 1949.
Earthquakes are common in
which then flew off into the night sky.
It wasn’t clear when the team would Xinjiang, especially in its west, which
arrive at the quake site, about 1,750 covers the eastern foothills of the soaring Pamir and Tianshan mountains of
miles west of Beijing.
China’s Cabinet authorized the Central Asia. But they usually cause
few
injuries and little property damage
release of emergency funds, state television reported. It said Communist Party because the area is so sparsely populatGeneral Secretary Hu Jintao and other ed.
China’s worst earthquake in its modsenior leaders contacted local officials
and ordered them to ensure that sur- ern history, a magnitude 7.8 to 8.2
vivors had adequate water, food and temblor on July 28, 1976, killed some
240,000 around the northeastern city
shelter.
Secretary of State Colin Powell, who of Tangshan.
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Generous Compensation

mainly a tuition cost, ’Some programs are even partially subsidized by
the state," Rudel said. The Financial
Aid office is very supportive and
works with students to try to make
(studying abroad) possible.
Although students who study
abroad cannot obtain a job in different countries because of visa policy
issues, they can get scholarships and
loans through Financial Aid and
through personal savings.
Unless the students have an internship, some might be able to get jobs
that pay "under the table, said
Spencer, who had a friend who
worked in an English pub.
Although Rudel said a lot of students don’t know about the programs
being offered through the Study
Abroad office, he encourages students
to apply, regardless of financial needs,
or low GPAs. He also said students
who have dependents and students
with disabilities can apply to study
abroad.
"Students must have an open mind,"
Rudel said. "Students who come back
from the experience are more mature,
motivated and academically focused.
They are more sensitive to people
from a different culture."

FREMONT (AP) In an abrupt
about-face, one of four young men
charged with killing a transgender teen
pleaded guilty to voluntary manslaughter and immediately began testifying
against his friends.
Jaron Chase Nabors said defendant
Jose Merel smashed Eddie "Gwen"
Araujo in the head with a can and a skillet after finding out the 17-year-old,
known to the defendants as Lida, was
biologically male. Nabors, 19, said

another defendant, Michael William
Magidson put Araujo in a cholcehold
three times.
As her attackers closed in, Araujo, who
was on her knees, begged for mercy, saying, "No, please dent. I have a family’
Nabors said.
Sitting in the courtroom, Araujo’s
mother, Sylvia Guerrero wiped away
tears.

Under the terms of his plea-bargain
agreement announced Monday, Nabors

Associated

Now Accepting
Applications
Distinctive Scholarships

will get up to 11 years in prison. lie had
faced a murder charge and a possible
sentence of 25 years to life. His plea
came during a preliminary hearing into
whether Nabors and the other three
defendants should stand trial for murder.
"I don’t think this was a good morning
for the other three defendants, knowing
that one has basically decided to enter a
plea and testify, but it’s a good day for
us,’ said attorney Gloria Allred, who is
representing Araujo’s family
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Barnes said he mord’, listens to jazz
and salsa and wasnt aware of the
group.
"I didn’t know SJSU had a Latin
Jazz band," Banes said. ’I think
being invited to the Monterey festival says a lot for the school’s program. That is an esteemed event."
The ensemble recorded an album
called "Moment in Time’ in 2002,
featuring current and former ensemble members.
The next SJSU appearance for the
ensemble is the spring concert
scheduled for April 22, at 7:30 p.m.,
in the Music building Concert Hall.
"The spring concert is what I call
reunion,"
the
all-star band
Sabanovich said. ’There will be current and former students from as fax
back as 1980 performing."

One defendant pleads guilty in Araujo killing

fully matriculated, full time SJSU
students
completed at least 15 semester units!
3.0 SJSU GPA
leadership experience

per mull, land

Be tri"571 1.1 1 1mwt
Donate Eggs!

last spring semester
She said the idea appealed to her
because she wanted to get a wider perspective of the world and meet new
people. She enjoyed listening to the
English accent and the words the
English use when they refer to fries as
"chips," or instead of saying a simyle
thank you, they say, "Cheers mate.
Although some students remain
hesitant about immersing themselves
in a different culture, others are considering expanding their horizon.
"It is a personal interest," said Ian
Sagabaen, a sophomore graphic
design major who has applied to study
abroad. If accepted, he will be leaving
for Japan this October.
"I ve been interested in Japan for a
long time," he said. "I’ll be studying
contemporary art and the language."
Modernized countries such as Japan
cost about $18,028 for an academic
year, which includes the university
fee, round-trip transportation, personal expenses and room and board.
However, the cost of living in some
countries such as Mexico, Australia
and Spain can be less than the tuition
of SJSU, according to the
International Programs of the CSU.
Since the cost of studying abroad is

week week!

In a Feb. 10 article titled "SJSU
student remembered as strong,
gentle by family, friends," it was
reported that Mark Baula was a
source of information. Mike Batda
is the correct name.

The Daily regrets the errors

continuedfrom page I
only am I focusing on school there,
but I have to learn the language," said
Dynah Lucena, a junior chemical
engineering major. "It’s mostly a communication factor."
Sophomore Paul Bane said he had
similar thoughts about studying abroad.
"I’m already accustomed here, and I
already have my next few years
planned," said the industrial technology student. "Also, I’d be homesick
and missing my friends and family."
However, not all students who apply
to study abroad are accepted, according to the Study Abroad office.
Students must apply to one of the
four programs, have a faculty recommendation, a written essay, at least a
2.75 GPA and complete an interview
with the program’s faculty members
and alumni of the program.
"Don’t be discouraged by a low
GPA because there are other ways to
compensate, like having a great
essay, said Kari Spencer, student
assistant for, and alumna of, the program.
Spencer, a senior advertising major,
said she took her advanced
education classes in Bath. England

for

CORRECTIONS:

In a Feb. 20 article titled
"Workshops to promote student
employer rapport," it was reported
that the San Jose State University
Career Fair is scheduled for
March 15. The event is actually
scheduled for March 5.

concert last fall, Sabanovich said.
"Not many college groups are
invited to Flay at a jazz festival like
Monterey, Sabanovich said. ’It usually features well known groups who
have been playing for many years."
One SJSU jazz fan saw the ensemble perform in Monterey.
"I saw the band in Monterey," said
junior psychology major Betty
Milledge. *My boyfriend and I were
pleased by the grolip’s professionalism and quality. Their solos were
provocative."
Milledge said the strong ovation by
the audience demonstrated its
appreciation for the band’s performance.
Another student was surprised to
learn about the ensemble.
Undeclared freshman Mitchell

STUDY I Cost for each country differs

China rocked by 6.8 quake
259 dead, thousands injured
BEIJING (AP)
With bloodied
hands, survivors dug through rubble
and called out for their missing loved
ones after a powerful earthquake
knocked down homes and schools on
Monday in western China, officials
said. At least 259 people were killed
and more than 2,050 injured.
The quake toppled farmhouses on
families and collapsed schools on students in Bachu county, near China’s
mountainous border with Kyrgyzstan,
officials said.
Thousands were left homeless and
without shelter overnight in 14-degree
temperatures. The official Xinha News
Agency said 8,861 houses were
destroyed.
The government put the 10:03 a.m.
quake’s magnitude at 6.8, while the
U.S. Geological Survey in Golden,
Colo., said it was magnitude 6.3.
"Survivors and injured people were
digging in the debris around their collapsed houses with bleeding hands,
calling the names of missing relatives,"
said a Bachu County official, who gave
his name as Mimati.
The dead ranged from elderly people
to infants, he said. A Bachu County
police officer reached by telephone said
he had seen battered bodies of adults
and children pulled from the rubble,
some missing heads or legs.
At least 10 students died when their
junior high school collapsed in the
county’s most badly damaged town,
Chongku Qake, government official
Maimai Qming said. A primary
school in the town also was felled by
the quake, killing two students, said
another Bachu county official, who
gave only his surname, Wu.
More than 2,000 soldiers and paramilitary policemen joined rescue efforts
in the area, which lies on the western
edge of China’s Xinjiang region.
Troops were using about 100 pieces of
heavy equipment to move rubble,
Xinhua reported.
Government units have sent more

Monterey performance praised

non," Sabanovich said. "The word
got around that I had an excellent
group here."
Sabanovich said Tim Jackson, who
is an SJSU alumnus, and runs the
Monterey Jazz Festival as well as the
Kuumbwa Jazz Center in Santa
Cruz, invited the group to appear at
the festival in September 2002.
Bobbi Todaro, the education and
development coordinator for the
Kuumbwa Jazz Center, said, "The
SJSU band was well received by the
audience. Their performance was
professional, and their solos were
appreciated."
The Monterey Jazz Festival is the
biggest jazz festival in the United
States and celebrated its 45th annual
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Go online at http://scholarships.sjsu.edu
to download an application today or call

Download a nomination form
at acejsu.eduiforms/index.jap.
Completed Nomination forms
must be faxed in (at 924.6258) or
returned to the A.S. Government
Office no later than March 17th.
The A.S. Government Office is located on the 2nd floor of the A.S.
iiouse, at San Carlo St. Plaza, in
front of Duncan Hall.
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Recipients of the A.S. Scholarships and AS 55 Award will
be honored at the A.S. Award Ceremony on April 24, 21103.
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Students dance their way through energetic show
By Carrie Mattingly
Daily Staff Writer
The lights are out.
The stage is lit.
San Jose State University’s school of
music and dance and the Limon
Dance Company of San Jose present
DanceWorks.
Director Gary Masters took the
stage at 7 p.m., the start of the show.
Masters introduced DanceWorks as a
showcase of local choreographers.
Before exiting the stage Master,
said, ’Half of the moments of life that
*pen, happen in this place".
Directly in front of the stage people
loaded up onto two rows of blue mats
that were placed on the floor, while
others stood near the entrance. The
masses sat in bleacher-style seating.
It was a packed house on Saturday
night in SJSU’s Dance Studio Theater
(Spartan Complex, room 219).
Saturday was the second evening of
the two-night performance.
An overflowing crowd of people quietly watched seven numbers by six different choreographers leaving nothing
but applause at the dose of each until
SJSU senior majoring in dance Rickey
A. Tripp’s choreographed "Idiom
took the stage.
The opening music to Idiom’s "Hit
’em Wit Anotha One" made a few
unsuspecting attendees jump. The
music of Busta Rhymes and rapidly
moving bodies took the stage and the
attention of many in the crowd. Other
music featured was by Aaliyah,
Britney Spears, Missy Elliot, Brandy
and Usher.
Utilizing moves inspired by hip-hop,
the dancers coupled off at parts crest-

Verna Kirkendall / Daily Staff
Rickey A. Tripp performed "Hit ’em Wit Anotha One’ for the San Jose State University sponsored
"DanceWorks" in the Spartan Complex on Saturday evening.
ing a scene that resembled theater.
"It was a lot more energetic, and it Bibi Khalili, Gina Marquez, Anthony
They not only danced in front of the was funny at parts," said Elise Gee, a Mays, Mark Racette and Rickey A.
crowd but also with each other.
freshman majoring in art. "I love hip- Tripp. This was the only piece that
received more than applause from the
At the end of the two-piece act, the hop."
dancers were breathing heavily with
Hoots and hollers came hurling crowd.
After three modern pieces, "Hit ’ern
sweat beads on their foreheads, as all from the crowd giving words of
seven of them stood before the crowd encouragement to the dancers, Wit Anotha One" gave a jolt to the
and took a bow.
Darren liillgaurd, Glenna Hobbs, crowd before intermission.

Actors talk culture with students
Cultures clashed at the Todd Theatre
in Hugh Gillis Hall at noon last
Wednesday with the appearance of a
Latino comedy troupe called "Culture
Clash" as guests of the television, radio,
film and theater department.
About 120 San Jose State University
students from different disciplines
awaited the artists and greeted them
with big applause on their arrival.
After a brief introduction of Richard
Montoya, Ric Salinas and Herbert
Siguenza by Professor Yen Lu Wong
and Michael Adams, chair of the television, radio, film and theater department, the trio took the crowd in their
stride by performing a few excerpts
from their play and offering them
words of wisdom.
"Since the economy is so bad, it
wouldn’t hurt for us to have a few
laughs," said Siguenza to the audience,
who described Culture Clash as part of
"community andyolitical theatre."
"Culture Clash is essentially a comedy with a twist of drama about the
coexistence of different cultures in
America and their portrayals in a strict
stereotypical sense. The play is based on
interviews with people from across the
country and features the group’s unique
blend of political, ethnological and sociological humor.
"We use satire as a tool, and there’s a
hidden message in our work," Salinas
said. "Whatever you see on MTV you
won’t see on our shows."
Culture Clash is currently in San Jose
to perform their r.ilay "Culture Clash in
AmeriCCa" at the San Jose Repertory
Theater in downtown San Jose from
Feb. 1 through March 2.
"This is our first long run at the San
Jose Rep," Siguenza said.
To give a local feel to the production,
he said, the group had incorporated 10
to 15 minutes about San Jose in their
play.tie
trio said the depiction of different
people in their play was not stereotypical, but an expression of what the people truly are and Culture Clash’s own
interpretation of them. They said they
had received criticism for their portrayals, but they believed in what they were
doing.
"You have to do what’s in your heart,"
Salinas said.
Montoya, Salinas and Siguenza
addressed the issue of the brawl
between two Asian fraternities that left
one student dead and the campus
stunned at the beginning of the semester.
"I have been following this Asian fraternity thing, and it has me terribly concerned," Montoya said. "How could
that level of violence and hatred develop within their culture?"
Montoya said he thought the SJSU
community needed to come together to
avoid these kinds of incidents.
"A lot of people are confused," he said.
"Blacks, Latinos and Middle Eastemers
are scratching their heads and wondering how this would happen here," he
said.
Montoya said it was a very tightly
wound situation and that humor could
unwind it. He said they as artists had a
responsibility, and they could do something to help this situation.

Verna Kirkendall / Daily Staff
Richard Montoya and Ric Salinas of Culture Clash acted out one of their
comedy skits inside Hugh Gillis Hall’s Todd Theater on Wednesday.
"If I was an administrator on this
campus, I would do what the drama
professor did today and start bringing
social critics, sncial commentators so
that we would start addressing these
subjects from a cultural standpoint,"
Montoya said.
"I’d say to the administrator to bring
in people like us more often," Montoya
said. "We would start dealing with this
because the humor allows us to do that.
Comedy" can be used as a tool, as a
weapon.
Montoya said this time around he
found a sadness on the SJSU campus
that he had not seen before.
Professor Yen Lu Wong said she had
the same thoughts as Montoya and said
the SJSU community did not do
enough to address the fraternityissue.
"We had a candle light vigil, but do
we ever come together as an SJSU community to heal these wounds?" Wong
asked. "As artists do we make works
that are not only about Shakespeare but
those that talk about reality?"
She said she appreciated the group
addressing those issues.
"We cant think of a better topic than
the clash of cultures," she said.
Rae Fisher, an SJSU senior majoring
in theater art, said it was nice to hear
writers in the field who do it for a living
and see how they cope with it.
"It is not a bunch of professors in the
classroom who sit around and expostulate," she said. "Even if people don’t
agree with some of the stuff they talk
about, you still have to give them credit
for doing what they think is right and
what’s in their heart. People always talk
about doing your art and living by it,
but these guys are actualk doing it.

Television, radio, film and theater senior John Chavez said, "I thought it was
really good advice to stay clear of the
critics while you’re in the creative
process because it will deter you."
Abel Habtegeorgio, a freshman
majoring in public relations, said this
was the first time he had seen a play.
"I haven’t seen a play before it was
incredible, really nice," he said. "It was
moving, and it changed my mind about
plays. I think they’re bold for what they
do, for attacking all the stereotypes.
This event was perfect because they discussed everything I had seen last night
and it helped me understand the play a
little bit more and know what their
motivations were."
Wong said the department liked to
bring in guest speakers so that the students and faculty had a chance to know
what is happening in the professional
world.
"Theater is always more lively if it
involves more than our own SJSU cornmunity," she said.
"Having a contact with students is
always a good thing," Montoya said.
"They can see three men of color making a living at what they do, and that’s
kind of a tangible thing."
Montoya, Salinas and Siguenza
formed Culture Clash 18 years ago in
the Mission District of San Francisco
and since then have created over 12
works for the national stage, according
to the group. In the past, they have performed in Miami, San Diego, New
York City, Washington, D.0 and
Tijuana, Mexico. According to their
brochure, they are currently one of the
country’s leading Chicano/Latino comedy troupes.

a message to the audience. He is
known for putting 32 moves in one
eight-count. Because it is very busy, it
is athletic. Tripp said.
"In every single way, he can involve
the arms and the legs at the same
time, he will," said Mark Racette, a
senior advertising major.
Racette said that Tripp is the best
hip-hop teacher in the Bay Area in
what he calls Tripp’s "Polished StreetStyle" of dance and that every other
teacher pales in comparison to Tripp.
The choreography Tripp teaches is not
the same anywhere else, Racette said.
"The other choreographers have
been in dance and cannot think outside of that bubble," Racette said. "But
he has been thinking outside of the
bubble before he started dancing. He
uses that to his advantage."
Tripp expresses his love for Idiom,
calling them his babies while they are
also a breath of fresh air. He also
understands that he has to consider
himself and what he is trying to
accomplish in his own career.
This semester at SJSU is the last for
Tripp. He said he is planning to graduate and move to New York City
looking toward a future in musical
theater.
"This is not the end of me but the
beginning," Tripp said.
Tripp will be performing in Dance
2003 put up by the University Dance
Theatre at 7 p.m. on March 13, 14
and 15 with a matinee performance on
March 14 at 10:30 a.m. The event will
take place in the Dance Studio
Theater, Spartan Complex, room 219.
Tickets will be available at the door
for $8 for students and senior citizens
and $12 for general admission.

Dan Rather lands Saddam Hussein interview
NEW YORK (AP) CBS News’
Dan Rather said hard work and luck
helped him land his inter% iew with
Saddam Hussein on Monday the
Iraqi leader’s first interview with a foreign television journalist in 12 years.
CBS posted a report about the interview on its Web site Monday afternoon, saying Saddam has challenged
President Bush to a live debate on
their nations’ differences.
It’s the biggest interview "get" of the
year in television news, one all the
national news organizations had been
seeking. Reached by telephone in
Baghdad, Rather credited his executive producer, Jim Murphy, and foreign desk staffer Ana Real for their
work in securing it.
"It was a lot of hard work, some team
play and, yes, some luck," he said.

By Falguni Bhuta
Daily Staff Writer

A beginning hip-hop student and a
mechanical engineering junior,
Veronica Carbajal said the dancing in
"Hit ’em Wit Anotha One" was the
type of dancing that she wanted to do.
arbajal also mentioned, "That was
my favorite one."
Looking to expand from jazz dance
company, Visual Rhythm, Rickey A.
Tripp first started has hip-hop dance
company Idiom in 2001.
First, Tripp chose Idiom, defined as
an expressive characteristic of an individual, as the name of the company. Then he sought out dancers that
tit the description. By word of mouth,
he was told who was interested in
hip-hop.
"It was a simple concept," Tripp
said. "I wanted a hip-hop company. I
wanted some people that enjoyed hiphop."
Tripp said he chose SJSU graduate
student Gina Marquez for her versatility. She is technical and has an elegance about her, Tripp said.
"She shows and demonstrates that
she loves what she is doing," Tripp
said. "It might be the most difficult
thing to her but she finds pleasure in
it. Gina is the female me."
Tripp said he chose dancers that
could not only take directions but also
physically put the directions into
movement.
After creating this company, Tripp is
not the only one from Idiom who has
benefited.
"His passion for dance itself has
rubbed off on me," Marquez said. "My
performance quality has improved
while working with him. He demands
a lot physically from your body".
Tripp said that his style of choreography is expressive because it conveys

Rather reported on the interview
Monday on the "CBS Evening News."
But the first taped excerpts won’t be
seen until Tuesday morning. The full
interview is to air in prime time
Wednesday, on "60 Minutes II."
Rather has interviewed Saddam once
before, in 1990. CBS News also ran
excerpts earlier this month from
Saddarn’s interview with Tony Benn, a
retired British lawmaker who has
become a peace activist.
The anchorman was in Iraq on
Monday, hoping to secure the interview, and was told at 8 a.m. EST that
Saddam was ready. After two hours
spent going through security, Rather
and Murphy met Saddam.
Rather said the fact of his previous
Saddam interview probably helped
him secure this one. Competitor Peter

ABC News also interviewed Saddam in 1990, while NBC’s
Tom Brokaw has not.
"We made a point of saying to him
that we keep our word," Rattier said.
"We do what we say we will do and
won’t do what we say we won’t do.
They came out of that with the experience that we are who we say we are."
CBS acknowledged that former U.S.
Attorney General Ramsey Clark, who
is prominent in the global anti-war
movement and met with Saddam on
Sunday, put in a good word for Rather
in helping secure the interview.
Clark has known Rather for a long
time, said CBS News spokeswoman
Sandra Genelius. In a competitive situation seeking an interview, journalists
call on many different resources, she
said.

Jennings of
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if you could fit your computer, phone, calendar, address
book and camera into your hip pocket?
You can! No bigger than a deck of cards, the T-Mobile
Sidekick is your all -in -one wireless communication device.
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THE 1-MOBILE SIDEKICK

VISIT THE DEMO TABLE..
I one Faeobernaturogs21
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Email friends with tales of your adventiires and even attach snapshots
Instant message your buddies with the latest gossip
Browse the web to check listings, buy tickets and get directions
Check your calendar so you won’t miss a beat
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HISTORY I
continuedfrom page 1
there to learn about the history of his
country.
"The political problems that we have
had in the past are partly because we
didn’t know our culture, our history,"
Aweke said. "Without knowing the
history and culture it is difficult to find
political solutions and know the social
make up of a society."
Yilma Amdetta, a professor in technology at Heald College in Salinas,
said he was impressed by Levine and
was interested to hear about Ethiopia’s
future.
"I know the future is bright (for
Ethiopia), and I am feeling very happy
and comfortable to hear somebody
who knows more about Ethiopia say
that," said Amdetta, who is an
Ethiopian national and has lived in San
Jose for the past three years.
Levine went back centuries into
Ethiopia’s history to talk to the audience about the country’s monarchies,
races, languages, art and its political
past.
During the 10-minute break, people
bought copies of Levine’s book, titled
"Greater Ethiopia: The Evolution of a
Multiethnic Society," and had him sign
them.
In the second part of the lecture,
Levine addressed Ethiopia’s future and
suggested 10 solutions in the form of
projects for the development of the
country. Levine said he had brought up
most of these solutions in an article he
had written for the Ethiopian Review
in January of 2002.
Addressing the AIDS crisis that
Ethiopia is facing, Levine said by the
end of 1999, it was estimated that some
700,000 children had been orphaned as
a result of HIV/AIDS. He said that
according to the Centers for Disease

Political activism stressed

Control and Prevention, 9 percent of spring to overthrow the Ethiopian
the world’s AIDS cases come from government and sentenced to 15 years
Ethiopia.
in prison.
Levine said according to the
Levine said in a matter of 10 days,
Ethiopian ministry of health, AIDS is Amnesty International and a group of
the most serious problem Ethiopia is Ethiopians made 80 Congressmen sign
facing now. He suggested that the first a petition for the release of Woldeproject for the development of Semayat. He said the Ethiopian govEthiopia was to tackle its AIDS prob- ernment was forced to release him
lem.
under pressure.
"For AIDS the most important
Other solutions suggested by Levine
thing, initially, is to promote awareness for the development of Ethiopia were
and education," he said.
Diaspora community development,
Levine’s next suggestion for the repatriation of educated Ethiopians
development of Ethiopia was the bet- back to their country and dialogue
terment of the University of Addis between different religious parties in
Ababa. Levine said the director of the Ethiopia. He also proposed the agriInstitute of Ethiopian Studies at the cultural development of Ethiopia’s arid
university had launched a new library region, Ogaden, scholarly dialogue and
project at the cost of $5 million for the the preservation and appreciation of
university.
Ethiopian art.
"It will be a state-of-the-art facility
Tseday Alehegn, a Stanford graduate
with access to computers and audio and a member of Amnesty
visual facilities," he said.
International, said she supported
He said this would further the cause Levine’s retrospect style of starting
of educating Ethiopians and also pre- projects that develop democracy and
serve Ethiopian paintings, manu- give people a chance to grow. She said
scripts, books and periodicals.
she thought human rights and develAddressing the issue of human rights, opment went hand-in-hand.
Levine said each of the last regimes in
I think (the lecture) was fantastic,"
the country has committed infringe- she said. "It’s created a lot of awareness.
ments of human rights. He gave the It was almost like a teach-in for me."
example of the arbitrary arrests of hunKebede Gashaw, an agriculturalist
dreds of students and teachers and also and graduate of Santa Clara
the killing of 40 students at the University, said he had come all the
University of Addis Ababa in April way from Sacramento to attend
2001.
Levine’s lecture, as he was well aware
"One thing to do to promote human of his activism in the cause of
rights is to get politically active either Ethiopia.
through American elected officials or
"The suggestions he came up with
to work through various human rights are very positive and productive, and I
groups like Amnesty International, he feel if more people participate in these
said to the audience.
kinds of activities, we can bring lots of
He cited the example of the 2002 change to this country," he said.
release of political prisoner and teacher
The lecture was sponsored by the
Taye Wolde-Semayat who was arrested SJSU Ethiopian Students Association
in May 1996 and charged with con- and Radio Ethiopia.

Four American soldiers killed in helicopter crash
KUWAIT CITY (AP)
A U.S.
Army UH-60 "Black Hawk" helicopter crashed early Tuesday during a
night training mission, killing all four
crew members, the U.S. Army said,
The crash occurred about 1 a.m. (5
p.m. EST Monday) near the military’s
Camp New Jersey about 30 miles
northwest of Kuwait City, an Army
statement said.
The soldiers’ identification was

withheld pending notification of next
of kin.
The aircraft was one of two from the
Army’s V Corps and was part of the
force that has been massed in this
Gulf emirate for a possible invasion of
Iraq.
The crew members were the only
personnel on board, the Army said.
Cheryl
Irwin,
a
Defense
Department

,pokes wo ma n ,

saws

Central Command is investigating the
crash.
More than 70,000 U.S. troops are
training in the Kuwaiti desert in
preparation for a possible invasion of
Iraq. Bush has threatened to use force
to disarm Baghdad of weapons of
mass destruction if it does not do so
voluntarily according to U.N. resolutions.
Iraq denies it has such weapons.

DIVERSITY
eontinuedfrom page 1
Asians, African Americans and
Indo-Americans to manifest how he
cherishes diversity in the community.
He said, what the Mercury News
has "achieved stems from an inclusive definition of diversity that
encompasses gender, socioeconomic
status, age, ethnicity, sexual orientation, political bent, religion and
physical ability."
Yarnold, who said he struggled for
journalistic justification in Changing
the coverage from the white-perspective to the new trend of multiculturalism, said his "underlying
principle is inclusiveness."

EMPLOYMENT
Gent
LOS GATOS Swim & Racquet
Club is currently accepting
applications for positions in the
following departments: Front
Desk. Fitness Center, Tennis
Proshop & Summer Childcare
Staff. Applicants are to be outgoing, able to multi -task, and
good customer service is a plus.
PT - AM/PM shifts available.
more into call 408-356-2136 or
Fax resume to 408-358-2593.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for students,
Earn $250 every weekend,
Must have reliable truck or van.
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876.
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Small
office, phones. reservations.
light computer. good phone
skills, flex hours between 9am &
2pm, Mon - Fri. 408-292-7876
LIVE IN MANAGER for Private
Men’s Dorm. Upper division or
Grad student preferred. Call
408-268-1750 - 408-460-5221.
WANT TO MAKE EXTRA $$$?
Do you want to make your own
hours’) Then we’ve got the job
for you, Interviews at the
University Club, Fri., Feb 21st
9:30am to 1230pm. Call 408295-0150 to schedule an interview. (We are hiring 20 people!)
NIGHT LIFE Advertising Co.
seeks friendly, outgoing PT rep
to recruit local bus’s. Retail.
sales. advt exp a plus. $75-$100/
client Call Joe 925-413-5222
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250iday potential Local posnons
1-800-293-3985 ext 559

LAW OFFICE NEEDS
PART-TIME HELP
File Clerk & Reception.
15-20 hours per week.
$10 to $11 per hour to
start. We are looking for
intelligence & enthusiasm.
No experience necessary.
Flexible hours during finals
& breaks. Apply in person
M-F between 8:30 and 4:00.
1830 The Alameda,
San Jose, CA 95126
CALL NOW!
FUN JOB!
Part-time work with flexible hours
(5-30 hours per week)
Customer service/sales positions
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt
Earn $85 - $500 per week
No experience necessary
Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now’
CALL 615-1500 10 am -4 pm
’ve.w.r.workforstudents.corrvsjsu*

GREAT RECREATION JOBS
Al The Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
LEADERS. F/T and P/T. Must
be avail M -F. 7:00am-2:00pm &
afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm.
No ECE Units req. Pay range:
$6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laurie at
354-8700x224. If you have skills
in sports, arts, and group games
and like working with children,
we need you.
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
&/or Early Interventionist sought
Home -based San Jose program
PT or per diem. Salary based on
exp. Call 510-835-2131004
Resume to. jobs@esba.org or fax
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY to Leslie/HR @ 510-444-2340
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule
LIFEGUARDS, Instructional
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists.
Student Friendly - Will Train
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
408-247-4827
part or full-time for San Jose.
FRATERNMES SORORITIES Mon -Fri. $9.82-$13.42. Call
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS Jacob - 295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose
Earn $1.000-$2.000 this
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
semester, with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
fundraising event Our programs make fundraising easy help needed for small exclusive
with no risks. Fundraising dates shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
are filling quickly, so get with Must be reliable, honest; able to
the program! It works. Contact do physical work. Prefer exp
working WI dogs. but will train.
Campusfundralser at
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
(888) 923-3238 or visit
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
wenv.campusfundraisercom.
Call 371-9115

ACTIVITY AIDES, PT to work
W/ groups of participants
w/developmental disabilities
$9.78+ depend on experience.
Call Ron Halog 408-295-0228
Mon.-Fri. Resume: Ron Halog
Easter Seals Bay Area. 730
Empey Way. San Jose 95128 or
fax to 408-275-9858. Must have
minimum of 6 ECE units.

Promotes inclusiveness

After hearing the lecture, Agnes
Tsang, junior public relations major,
said it was comprehensive. Utilizing
his examples of news coverage supported his argument clearly, said
Tsang, a Chinese-American.
Brianna Campbell, a junior majoring in public relations and an
African American, said she appreciated Yarnold’s effort to accept more
minorities in the media.
Won-Tai Seol, a graduate student
from South Korea who said he
attended all three workshop’s in the
diversity series, said Yarnold’s argument was vivid and truly reflected
the issue of diversity. He said
Yarnold’s "full-fledged experience
made it more convincing.

UNITED NATIONS (AP)
Seeking U.N. approval for war, the
United Statesand key allies Britain and
Spain submitted a resolution Monday
to the Security Council declaring
Saddam Hussein has missed "the final
opportunity" to disarm and indicating
he must now face the consequences.
But France, Russia and Germany,
which oppose the military option, circulated an alternative plan to pursue a
peaceful disarmament of Iraq through
strengthened inspections over at least
the next five months. Their memorandum won immediate backing from
China, despite Secretary of State Colin
Powell’s lying efforts with top officials in Beijing on Monday.
The rival positions set the stage for a
heated battle over whether the council
would back the U.S. and British
demand for war now or the French,
Russian, and German call for war to be
"a last resort." The council decided to
hold another closed meeting to discuss
the two proposals on Thursday.
The showdown heightened fears of
war, with Wall Street posting its biggest
decline in a month Monday after a day
of light trading.
Meanwhile, four U.S. soldiers training
in preparation for a possible invasion of
Iraq were killed in a helicopter that
crashed in Kuwait Monday, U.S. officials said. The crash was under investigation.

Getting approval for the U.S.-backed
resolution will be a daunting task- To
pass, the resolution must have nine
yes" votes and avoid a veto by France,
Russia or China. Only Bulgaria is considered a strong bet to support the U.S.British-Spanish plan.
Eleven of the 15 council members
have endorsed the idea of continuing
weapons inspections, but the United
States has dispatched some of its top
negotiators to Security Council capitals
in recent days to push for the resolution.
For some of the countries, such as
Angola, Guinea and Cameroon
poor African nations whose concerns
drew little attention before they landed
seats on the council there is the possibility that supporting the resolution
may reap financial benefits from the
United States. But members of the
council who su rt continued inspections are also 1
’ng hard.
After the rivalpresentations, no council member indicated 1 change in its
position. But several council diplomats
said there was room for a compromise.
"The cards are on the table," Angola’s
U.N. Ambassador Ismael Gaspar
Martins told The Associated Press.
"Now I think we need to sit down jointly and come out with ... a common
solution."
But U.S. Ambassador John
Negroponte said the only way Iraq can

Ds
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avoid serious consequences now is to
demonstrate "a major, drastic, dramatic
change in the attitude that that government has displayed towards the issue of
disarming itself of weapons of mass
destruction.’
Washington has reserved the right
to wage war with a coalition of willing nations, but U.N. backing would
provide legitimacy and financial support for military action and its aftermath. On Monday, Turkey’s Cabinet
agreed to host tens of thousands of
U.S. combat troops, a key step toward
allowing Washington to forge ahead
with plans for a northern front
against Iraq.
The draft resolution does not set any
deadlines. But U.S. and British officials
made clear they want the Security
Council to vote by mid-March.
In a bid to win council support, the
one-page draft resolution never mentions the words "war" or "military
action." It doesn’t declare Iraq in further
"material breach" of its U.N. obligations, or call for "all necessary means to
be used against Iraq, as the Bush
administration initially wanted.
Instead, the resolution makes just one
demand for action by the Security
Council asking it to decide "that Iraq
has failed to take the final opportunitz
afforded to it in Resolution 1441,
which was adopted unanimously on
Nov. R.

P101: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
classified@ jmc.sjsu.edu

DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ HEALTH & BEAUTY
LI- available for any occasion
Special
rates for SJSIJ. Email PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call
SPOTLESS 2 BORM 1 BA APT TRANSLATION SERVICES
Parking, Laundry, 2 blocks Eng/Spanish. term papers. edits. LeoDJ1@aol.com. Call 283-4992 BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or
800-550-4900 Free Confidential
south of SJSU $1200/mo. 408- all types. Marina 408-371-0510
559-1356 (day).
CHILD CARE - WG Area. Flex
"’FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT** hours. Spanish/English speaking.
Extra large, newly remodeled: Contact Diane 408-292-6698 msg.
2 bdrnV1 bath & 2 tdrrn/2 full bath
apts. 51099/month and up. Also, NEED HELP With Your TAXES?
SERVICE SUPERVISOR. M-F, 3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $11 A
up. Call Daniels at 408-371-0510.
FT. Provides daily program Will work with you on
Certified- English/Spanish.
planning, activities & supervi- 2 blocks from SJSU. Water/Trash
sion for groups of participants paid. Parking avail. Washer/ Drier EDITING& DESIGN SERVICES
ACROSS
widevelopmental disabilities in on site. Cats OK. Well managed Term paper editing. PowerPoint
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$1500 weekly piotentlal mailing
our circulars Free information
Call 203-683-0258
NIGHT CLUB NOW HIRING
Barbacks & Bathroom Attendants
Apply in person Thurs, Fri. Sat.
after 8pm at 175 North San
Pedro, downtown San Jose.
408-298-9283

Joe Swan, who is a former journalism professor and who taught
Yarnold in a photography class in
the 1970s, said Yarnold was dynamic and had an inherent leadership
quality when he was a student at
SJSU. Swan said he was very proud
of Yarnold’s speech.
Yarnold, an SJSU alumnus in photojournalism, was a president of the
California Society of Newspaper
Editors and a member of the board
of directors of the Associated Press
Managing Editors association.
He received one of the highest
honors offered by the National Press
Photographers Association in 1998
and the Knight Kidder Excellence
award for Diversity in 1999

U.S., Britain and Spain submit resolution declaring
Iraq has missed ’final opportunity’ to disarm
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_Wanted
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
refunds on canceled ads
_Employment
All ads are prepaid No
IN Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Opportunities
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277

Send check or money order to: (No

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health Beauty
Sports ’Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

- Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
free as a service to the campus community.

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF
* Lost & Found ads are offered
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Spartan baseball team goes looking for a roll
By Daniel Lopez
Daily Sports Editor
The Spartan Baseball team is looking to get on a roll.
After defeating the Washington
State University Cougars decisively,
not only winning their Sunday
match-up 12-0, but taking the series
2-1, San Jose State University now
turns its attention toward Saint
Mary’s College
and
Loyola
Marymount University in search of
establishing some consistent play.
SPARTAN BASEBALL
ON

DECK
NOTEBOOK
With their win Sunday, the
Spartans pushed their record above
.500 to (6-5) on the season.
The time to savor the victory, however, was short lived as the Spartans
face the Gaels of Saint Mary’s
College today.
Owning a record of 4-7 on the season, the Gaels come into town on
their own win streak, after winning
two games of a three game series
against the Sacramento State
University this weekend.
The last time the Spartans and the
Gaels squared off on the diamond
was in the 2002 season opener. The
Spartans came away victorious in the
series, making a clean sweep of all
three games.
Today, however, it will be two different teams taking to the field. The
Spartans lost several players from last
season’s team, including second baseman Gabe Lopez who led the team
in multiple categories including the
hits department with 90.
Senior Spartan pitcher Andy Cook
said that with new faces in the lineup
for SJSU and for Saint Mary’s some
players wouldn’t even remember last

)eaf,k4AffMS.
He is an exception and said that
Saint Mary’s is always a tough team
to beat.
Stressing the team’s need to execute
well and minimize mistakes Cook
said, "We can’t beat ourselves. If
we’re going to lose they have to beat
Us."
The Spartans plan to throw today’s
game as a staff game, opening with
Carlos Torres on the mound and
then bringing in other pitchers to
work a set number of innings before
they are reOaced. SJSU assistant
coach Doug Thurman said that such
a pitching rotation makes it, "tough
for an offense to get going," because
batters can’t get accustomed to a
pitcher’s tendencies.
While SJSU looks to keep the Saint
Mary’s batters from getting on a roll,
Thurman said the Spartans would
attempt to build a pattern of consistency. Something Thurman said
they have not done lately.
Inconsistency in closing out games
is one of the areas Thurman said the
Spartans could improve on. On four
occasions this season, the Spartans
have lost games by one run losses
that came in the late innings.
Thurman said the Spartans need to
learn to "come on a daily basis," and
know when to say, "This game is
over."
Playing an A-game, focusing their
energy and remaining disciplined on
a daily basis, Thurman said, are the
keys to establishing consistency.
However, he said that getting a taste
of winning is the most important
component to consistency.
Cook also acknowledged the
Spartans faltering woes and said,
"We are capable of putting up double
digits but haven’t proven we can do it
consistently."
Thurman said that consistency for
the Spartans would mean playing
efficiently in all three phases of the
game, defensively, pitching and on
offensively.
After the Spartans face off with

Saori Yoneda / Daily Staff
The SJSU baseball team rolled up the tarp on Blethen Field before practice on Monday. SJSU faces Saint May’s at 2 p.m. today at Municipal Stadium.
Saint Mary’s, they will travel to
Southern California to play a three
game series against the 5-5 Lions of
Loyal Marymount on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
Spartan third baseman Kevin
Frandsen said the Lions’ pitchers

have, "good arms" and referring to
them as solid, he said they throw
hard curve balls.
Thurman said the Lions have dominant pitching and said they could
quite possibly be the Spartans’
biggest test of the season,

To defeat Loyola, Frandsen said the
Spartans would need to play flawlessly and have their pitchers hit
their spots and bring in runners
when they are in scoring position.
Thurman said that playing well in
four games in a row, no matter the

SJSU Hockey team and Alumni lace up skates Warriors dig up 94-89 victory
Daily Staff Report
The San Jose State University
Hockey A-Team brought its season
to a close with the 6th Annual
Alumni Game on Saturday evening
at Logitech Ice Centre, facing off
against former SJS1T hockey players.

SPARTAN

ROUNDUP
The A-team won the game convincingly by a score of 9-2.
Steve Stich, founder of the SJSU
hockey program, coached the Alumni
squad and Ron Glosow coached this
year’s team.
The A-team showcased its speed
and talent as it had several odd man
rushes and numerous breakaway and
open opportunities. The A team had
a 2-0 lead heading into the second
period and continued to increase its
lead to 4-0 after the second and
closed out the game adding another
five goals. In the victory the A-team
out shot the Alumni 26-20.
Most of the A-team’s goals came in
the third when they scored five.
Center Brendan Bligh had one goal
and three assists while getting at least
one point in every period. Center
Donovan Tar had two goals and committed a penalty that resulted in a
penalty shot for the Alumni.
However, the Alumni could not take
advantage. Wingers Aaron Scott and

Mason Nave each had 2 goals and an
assist and defenseman Andy
Whiteside had a goal and an assist.
The Alumni were shutout until the
3rd period when they scored their
two goals. Scott Middlemon got his
team on the board with an early goal
while Ben James tallied late in the
3rd. Tom Pelsgrins and Donnie
Sanchez got the assists on the first
goal. Rick Burk, one of the organizers
and recruiters for the game, took the
team’s only penalty late in the 2nd
period. The A-team had four penalties to the Alumni’s single one.
From the first drop of the puck to
the game’s final horn, the Pi team
dominated the Alumni who looked as
if they needed practice.
"Many of these guys were rusty
haven’t played for
since they
over a year , Stich said.
Glosow was impressed by the
Alumni’s level of play even though
they were out of game shape.
"The Varsity has won most of the
games, but only because they are in
better shape than the alumni,"
Glosow said, "The Alumni team is
like an All-star team. The only problem is they are all not in their prime."
The game also successful in raising
$1,800 for next year’s hockey team.

erobably

WATER POLO
The No. 8 Spartan women’s water
polo team defeated UC Irvine 7-5 on
Saturday at the Anteater Aquatics
Center in Irvine.
Christine Welsh recorded a hat
trick for the Spartans (6-5), who
scored all of their goals in the first
three periods and allowed just two

Anteater goals in the second half.
Goalkeeper Nichole Lipman had
four saves for SJSU, which is scheduled to host UC Santa Barbara at 4
p.m. at the Aquatics Center on
Friday.
Last Friday, SJSU dropped a 9-4
decision at San Diego State
University.
SJSU went up 1-0 on a goal by
Jessica Levine but was held scoreless
over the final 10 minutes, 14 seconds
of j:day.
Lipman recorded nine saves in the
loss.
The Spartans opened weekend play
on Thursday with a 5-3 loss at UC
San Diego.
SJSU opened up a 2-0 lead after one
period but scored_just one goal the
rest of the game. The Tritons scored
five unanswered goals.
The Spartans return to action on
Friday as they host UC Santa Barbara
at the .Aquatics Center. Match time is
slated for 4 p.m.
TENNIS
The Spartan tennis team failed to
%sin a match and was swept 7-0 at the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas on
Friday.
Noelle Lee played the closest match
for SJSU, dropping a 6-3, 6-4 decision to the Runnin’ Rebels’ Gyorgyi
Zsiros.
SJSU (1-7) competes today against
UC Santa Cruz. Match time at the
Los Gatos Swim and Racquet Club is
scheduled for 2 p.m.
Daily Staff Writer Matthew
Adantski contributed to this Staff Report

Gant reports to A’s spring training camp
PHOENIX (AP) Ron Gant figured he’d have an easy time finding a
major league. ,job this spring, and the
Oakland Athletics were the furthest
franchise from his mind.
He was wrong on both matters, and
happily so.
was surprised for the simple fact
that I had a good year last year and did
a lot of terrific things," said Gant, who
signed with the A’s over the weekend
and participated in his first spring
training workout Monday. "I figured it
would be easier to get a job. But the
inquiries were few and far between. I
was wondering why it was taking so
long, especially. getting so close to
spring training."
Gant knew he’d play for somebody,
so he kept himself in shape over the
winter. Now he wants to show he can
contribute in a big way.
"I’d like to get enough at-bats to
produce," he said. "Last year proved
what I could do. I wasn’t supposed to
play that much and was still able to
put up big numbers."
He didn’t think the A’s would be
interested, though he played for them
two seasons ago. The AL West champion A’s originally acquired Gant from
the Colorado Rockies on July 3,2001.
He hit .259 with two homers and 13
RBIs in 34 games. Gant only
appeared in 23 of the team’s final 62
games following the acquisition of
Jerrnaine Dye.
He figures to play the same role as
part-time designated hitter, pinch hitter and spot starter this time
around.
"I didn’t think there would be a
chance to come here because the
depth is incredible," he said. "I feel

honored they want me back as a player."
Gant hit .262 with 18 homers and
59 RBIs in 309 at-bats last season for
the San Diego Padres. The 15 -year
veteran has 320 career home runs and
1,004 RBIs. In addition to the A’s,
Rockies and Padres, he’s played for the
Atlanta Braves, Cincinnati Reds,
Philadelphia Phillies and Anaheim
Angels.
"The last time he played here he was
extremely productive, Oakland manager Ken Macha said. "He’s a presence
on the bench and a veteran guy who
you can put up there at the end of a
game. He’s extremely professional in
the way he goes about his business."
Gant who has hit 20 or more
home runs in a season eight times
not only adds right-handed power off
the bench, but Macha believes Gant
will be a positive influence in the clubhouse.
"All the guys are leaders here," Gant
said. "But if there’s something that
needs to be said, I’m going to say it. I
want to help the guys stay on the right
path, but I think we all want to win

together."
Gant thought he was headed tor the
Pittsburgh Pirates, who are likely to
sign Reggie Sanders instead.
I really wanted to come back here,
but I knew it would be hard for me,"
Gant said. "This is one ballclub I’ve
played for that I would root for all the
time. Terrence (Long) was in the
parking lot when I pulled up and seeing him smile at me like he did really
made me feel good. There are a lot of
the same guys still here, so it almost
feels like I never left."
Notes: 3B Eric Chavez did not practice Monday. "I think he has the stomach flu," said Macha. "He was dehydrated in the middle of the night." It
turns out Chavez was eating a pizza
and watching The Godfather’ when
he became
David Justice is set to
rejoin the A’s sometime this week as a
special coaching assistant. He retired
as a player after last season.... The A’s
scheduled an intrasquad game for
Tuesday, though Gant and SS Miguel
Tejada, who reported on Saturday,
won’t play. Both will get extra batting
practice instead.

GOT ASTHMA?
Do YOU USE AN INHALER TO CONTROL YOUR ASTHMA?
Now enrolling ages It{ to 45 in a Ili week
clinical research study of an investigational medication
No charge to participate. No instance necessary
Receive compensation up to $750.00 for your time and ’revel
For more information please call...
0081553-0709 or 0400)742-7846
EXT. 237
IPNII ALLERGY& ASTHMA ASSOCIATES
WI OF SANTA CANA VALLEY RESEARCH CENTER
4155 Moorpark Avenue, Son lose. CA

DENVER (AP) Gilbert Arenas
had 19 points and the Golden State
Warriors got 56 points from their
bench in handing the Denver
Nuggets their ninth straight loss, 9489, -Monday night.
Reserves Earl Boykins and Chris
Mills had 14 points each as the
Warriors bench outscored Denver’s
reserves by 26. The Warriors needed
the help as Antawn Jamison was
held to nine points on 2 -for-5
shooting.
Juwan Howard led Denver with 29

score, would be a measure of consistency for the Spartans.
The Spartans will take their first
swing at consistency at 2 p.m. today
at the Municipal St3dium against
Saint Mary’s.

over Nuggets in Denver

points. Nene Hilario added 14
points and 12 rebounds as the
Nuggets moved within a loss of
matching their season-high losing
streak.
Howard got the Nuggets within
88-84 with a jumper with 1:06 left,
but Boykins and Bob Sura each
made two free throws. Howard’s jam
closed the gap to 92-89, but Mills
sealed the win with two free throws
with 10 seconds left.
Mills accounted for the first six
points for the Warriors in the fourth

quarter as they extended their lead to
81-68, but the Nuggets battled back
to 83-77 with 5:45 left on two free
throws by Donnell Harvey and .1
three-point play by Howard.
Howard scored four points during
an 8-0 run to start the second half
that cut Golden State’s lead to 52
46. Arenas ended the run with a 15 footer. Jamison then ended his scoring drought with two free throws
with 9:04 left in the ’quarter and,
when he made his first field goal, the
Warriors were up 60-50.

College of Humanities and the Arts
Center for Literary Arts

Russell Banks
0. Henry Award
Best American Short Story Award
Author of numerous novels adapted
into films:
Affliction -- Academy Award Winner
The Sweet Hereafter -- Grand Jury Prize,
Cannes Film Festival
Screenwriter of the upcoming Francis
Ford Coppola adaptation of the
Jack Kerouac classic On the Road
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2003
"A Discussion with Russell Banks"
Spartan Memorial Chapel
4:00 p.m.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2003
"A Reading by Russell Banks"
School of Music and Dance Concert Hall
7:30 p.m.
Book signing to follow this event.
Admission to both events is FREE.
Books by Russell Banks are available at

Spartan Bookstore
For more information on Center for Literary Arts events, please call (408) 924-4600
or visit our website at www.litart.org. All CLA events are wheelchair accessible.
The programs of the Center for Literary Arts are made possible in part by funding from the
Patrons of the College of Humanities and the Arts at San Jose State University and by grants
from the City of San Jose Arts Commission, the Arts Council of Silicon Valley, and the California
Arts Council. The CLA thanks Stratta Grill and Bar and J. Lohr Winery for sponsoring events
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